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PRESENTATION HANDOUT 
 
 

THE FACTS ABOUT ASYLUM SEEKERS IN PLYMOUTH 
 
 

Who are they?  
Men, women and children escaping from crises all over the world. In Plymouth 
the biggest number are Kurdish people, mainly from Iraq. There are also 
people from Iran, Afghanistan and the Balkans as well as many African 
countries. 
 
 

Are refugees the same as asylum seekers?  
All people fleeing their country of birth are refugees. Refugees are described as 
asylum seekers while they are awaiting official recognition as defined by the 
United Nations. 
 
 

Why do they come here?  
They are escaping persecution, death or devastation in their home country. In 
1951 Britain and many other countries signed up to the United Nations 
Convention on the Status of Refugees. This gives us responsibilities to offer 
sanctuary to people fleeing persecution. 
 
 

How many stay here?  
In the year 2001 a total of 71,700 people applied for asylum in the UK. This is 
equivalent to 0.14% of the UK population. During the same year 30,470 people 
were granted permission to stay here. 
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MYTHS AND TRUTHS ABOUT ASYLUM SEEKERS 
 

 
 

 

 

Myth 1:  “Britain takes more than its fair share of refugees” 
  
Facts: 
 Figures for 2002 show that 110,700 people (including the dependents of main applicants) applied for asylum. 

In per capita terms this meant that the UK received far fewer applications than most other Western European 
countries, ranking eighth after Austria, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Ireland, Luxembourg and Belgium. 
The political numbers game around asylum belies the fact that the UK has a duty under international law to 
receive, rather than deter, all asylum claims made on its territory.  

 Fluctuations in numbers seeking asylum in the UK reflect increases in conflict and persecution around the 
world – figures for 2002 show that the largest numbers of asylum seekers came from Iraq, Zimbabwe, 
Afghanistan and Somalia – all countries with undisputed records of human rights abuses and conflict. Whilst 
the numbers of asylum seekers from Iraq and Zimbabwe increased sharply due to a rise in persecution in 
these countries, in countries where there were ceasefires or stabilisation of situations, such as Sri Lanka, the 
numbers fell significantly.  

 It is developing countries that host the largest share of the world‟s refugees, although they often lack the 
material resources and stability that the UK enjoys. In Africa alone there are 8 million refugees and many 
millions more who are internally displaced. Guinea, a country with a population of 7 million, is currently home 
to 3 million Sierra Leonean and 150,000 Liberian refugees. Pakistan hosts over 3.3 million refugees and 
asylum seekers.  

 

 

 

Myth 2:  “Refugees should be deported back to where they came from” 
 
Facts:  
 Central to international refugee law is the principle that no-one should be sent back to a country where they 

would risk persecution or torture. This is called the principle of non-refoulement. Only when an asylum 
seeker has gone through a fair and thorough decision process and received a negative result, should they be 
returned to their country of origin. In certain cases, even if an asylum seeker does not meet the full refugee 
criteria, there may be pressing humanitarian or human rights reasons why it would be dangerous to send 
them home.  

 The UK Government proposes the establishment of special „regional protection zones‟ to contain refugees 
and asylum seekers in their regions of origin. It is not yet clear whether asylum seekers arriving in the UK 
would also be deported back to these processing zones. Oxfam‟s wide experience of working in refugee-
producing areas of the world leads us to have very grave concerns about the practicability of providing 
refugees with genuine, safe and lasting protection in these „zones‟. By seeking to divert asylum seekers from 
making their claims within the UK, the Government would undermine our international obligation to receive 
asylum claims and displace the responsibility onto poorer countries which are less able to cope.  

 Most refugees actively want to return to their homes and countries – if and when it is safe for them to do so. 
Most South Africans and Chileans who fled to Britain in the 1970s repatriated as soon as they were able.  
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Myth 3:  “Asylum seekers receive massive state handouts” 
 
Facts:  
 Asylum seekers receive benefits below the basic benefits level. A single adult receives only £37.77 per week 

in addition to accommodation and utilities – this is around 30% below the basic level of Income Support for a 
UK citizen, which is generally considered as the minimum level of income necessary to maintain an 
acceptable standard of living. Those with additional needs (such as pregnant women, families with young 
children, people with disabilities, victims of torture and the elderly) are also not entitled to additional special 
needs provisions or „passported‟ benefits on the same terms as UK citizens.  

 According to a Reader‟s digest Mori Poll (November 2000), most people also overestimate the amount of 
financial support received by asylum seekers, believing that they receive on average over £110 per week – 
nearly three times the actual amount.  

 Section 55 of the new UK Immigration and Asylum Act 2002 states that, asylum seekers who do not make 
their application „as soon as reasonably practicable‟ after arrival are not eligible for any support, even if 
destitute – leaving many asylum seekers without any food or shelter. Yet there are very valid reasons why 
applicants do not apply upon arrival. For example, many are not familiar with the application procedures, and 
may fear that making an application while still at a port is likely to lead to immediate deportation. Trauma, 
language difficulties or lack of legal advice can also delay applications. Following a High Court hearing in 
February 2003, the Home Office was required to re-write its procedures to take greater account of the 
individual circumstances of asylum seekers and the difficulties they may face in claiming asylum. However, 
refugee organizations remain deeply concerned that large numbers will be refused all support and rendered 
destitute under Section 55.  

 A joint 2002 study by Oxfam and the Refugee Council, „Poverty and Asylum in the UK‟, showed that many 
asylum seekers experienced extreme poverty even before the introduction of Section 55. In reply to a 
questionnaire sent to refugee assisting organisations across Britain, 85% reported that asylum seekers 
experience hunger, 95% reported that asylum seekers could not afford to buy shoes or clothes, and 80% 
that their clients were not able to maintain good health.  

 Many asylum seekers have a strong desire to work and professional skills and experience to contribute at all 
levels of the UK economy. However, under UK policy they are prohibited from working to support themselves 
and their families while their claim is being decided.  

 

 

 

 

Myth 4:  “Asylum seekers are taking our housing and „swamping‟ our 
public services” 
 
Facts:  
 Under international refugee law and international, European and UK human rights law, asylum seekers have 

a right to basic health care and education.  

 Once granted refugee status or leave to remain, refugees make an important contribution to public services 
both as professionals and as taxpayers. For example refugee doctors, nurses and dentists help to address 
the severe staff shortages in the NHS. Home Office research has also shown that in 1999/2000, migrants – 
including refugees - contributed £31.2 billion in taxes while consuming £28.8 billion in benefits and services.  

 Under the „dispersal scheme‟ introduced under the 1999 Immigration and Asylum Act, asylum seekers are 
sent to regions around the UK to relieve the burden on the South-east of England. They are sent to areas 
with existing available accommodation - often those with surplus housing which local authorities are unable 
to otherwise fill. However, although housing availability is an important factor, other considerations must be 
taken into account to make dispersal work and to prevent the local tensions that have occurred in certain 
areas. These include the presence of adequate legal, social and material support structures, the dispersal of 
certain nationalities to areas with a pre-existing nationality/ethnic/language community, adequate preparation 
of receiving communities and consideration of the needs of those communities.  
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Myth 5:  “Only a handful of asylum-seekers are genuine – the rest are 
„bogus‟ or „cheats‟” 
 
Facts:  
 Home Office statistics for 2002 showed that 34% of asylum seekers received permission to stay in the UK 

after their initial application, and that 22% of initially rejected cases were overturned at appeal stage. The 
total number of people being granted protection – either full refugee status or Humanitarian Status (formerly 
Exceptional Leave to Remain) has increased by 25% since 2001.  

 The definition of a refugee under the 1951 Convention and according to its interpretation by the UK, contains 
a very specific set of criteria. An asylum seeker must be able to prove that s/he is “someone who has a well-
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social 
group or political opinion”. The fact that an asylum seeker may not meet these criteria does not mean that 
they deliberately set out to „cheat' the system.  

 

 

 

 

Myth 6:  “Refugees come to the UK to abuse its generous benefits system 
because they know it is a „soft touch‟” 
 
Facts:  
 Many asylum seekers do not have a choice where they flee to – often they are in the hands of traffickers and 

have little knowledge of their destination. However Home Office commissioned research shows that where 
asylum seekers do choose to come to the UK, it is because of colonial, family, language or other links. For 
example, the UK receives a large proportion of Sri Lankan asylum seekers whilst France receives Algerians. 
Asylum seekers often have no information about the asylum system and many do not even know that they 
can access welfare benefits at all.  

 Refugees come to the UK because they are fleeing violence or persecution. In 2002, the top five countries of 
origin for asylum seekers to the UK were Iraq, Zimbabwe, Afghanistan, Somalia and China - all countries 
with internationally recognised high levels of violence and human rights abuse.  

 

 

 

 

Myth 7:  “Asylum seekers choose to use smugglers and traffickers to enter 
the country illegally” 
 
Facts:  
 The UK and the EU are imposing ever tighter border controls to stop asylum seekers from reaching their 

territories. These and specific measures such as strict visa regimes, and „carrier‟s liability‟, i.e. fining airlines, 
lorry-drivers etc, mean that asylum seekers are being pushed into the hands of traffickers and clandestine 
migration as the only way of fleeing to the UK. This places these already vulnerable people at significant 
physical risk, as was seen in the case of the 58 Chinese immigrants who were discovered dead in a lorry at 
Dover in June 2000, and at risk of exploitation by their traffickers, particularly for women asylum seekers.  

 Those fleeing persecution will often find themselves stripped of their documents or unable to apply for 
permits to travel from the very authorities that are persecuting them. Article 31 of the 1951 Refugee 
Convention recognises this dilemma and prohibits governments from penalising refugees who use false 
documents. Despite this, the UK immigration authorities are continuing to detain asylum seekers on grounds 
that they have used false passports and visas to gain access to the UK.  
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Myth 8:  “Asylum-seekers should be locked up”  
 
Facts:  
 Under UK legislation asylum seekers can be and are detained at the discretion of immigration officers. 

Currently some „manifestly unfounded‟ cases are held at specific „reception centres‟ and rejected cases are 
held in pre-deportation centres. There is also a large number of asylum seekers held in mainstream prisons, 
nearly 800 at the end of 2002. Like other detained asylum seekers, those held in prisons have simply applied 
for asylum – they have committed no crime, and received no trial. There is evidence that a number of victims 
of torture and detention in their countries of origin are being held in mainstream UK prisons alongside 
convicted criminals. Although there was a government proposal to end this practice, asylum seekers 
continue to be sent to prisons around the country.  

 Detention of asylum seekers goes against human rights principles and against specific UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) guidelines, which state that only in exceptional circumstances should 
asylum seekers be detained, that they should never be held in mainstream prisons and that vulnerable 
groups including children should never be locked up. This clearly goes against arguments put forward by 
various politicians and public figures that all asylum seekers should be automatically detained on arrival.  

 Asylum seekers are not criminals, yet they receive less basic rights than prosecuted criminals. They are 
detained indefinitely without trial and there is no automatic independent review of their detention period.  

 In many cases, asylum seekers may have suffered traumatising arbitrary arrests and detention by regimes in 
their countries of origin only to be detained on arrival in the UK. A recent study by the Medical Foundation for 
the Care of Victims of Torture revealed that a number of asylum seekers who had suffered severe torture in 
detention in their home countries, were being held in UK prisons – for no reason other than that they had 
claimed asylum.  

 The Government also estimates that detaining all asylum seekers on arrival could cost £2 billion in start-up 
costs, with annual running costs of over £1 billion – potentially huge increases on current levels of overall 
spending on asylum seekers.  

 

 

Myth 9:  “Letting asylum seekers in means letting terrorists in.”  
 
Facts:  
 The 1951 Refugee Convention explicitly excludes those who have committed a serious crime or pose a 

serious threat – including terrorists – from claiming asylum.  

 In the course of 2001, a total of over 88 million people passed through UK borders. Only around 80,000 of 
these were asylum seekers – the rest were visitors, tourists, students or employees. Therefore, focusing on 
asylum seekers alone would represent a worryingly distorted security reaction and risks provoking hostility 
against a vulnerable group in an already fragile race relations environment.  

 The majority of people who seek refuge in the UK are themselves fleeing violent attacks, many being victims 
of regimes the very countries which the UK, in its fight against terrorism, recognises as having well-
documented records of human rights.  

 

 

Myth 10:  “Nearly all asylum seekers are troublemaking young men”  
 
Facts:  
 A significant proportion of asylum seekers to the UK are women, children and older persons. According to 

UNHCR, in any refugee population approximately 50% of those uprooted are women and girls – however, 
the proportion of women and girls reaching the UK is lower, probably because of the expense and risks 
involved in getting here. Furthermore the fact that these female asylum seekers tend to be invisible in terms 
of press coverage and public profile means that the particular difficulties they face, including insensitive 
processing systems, health care needs and child-care assistance, tend not to be addressed.  

 The Association of Chief Police Officers released a report in 2001 which revealed that asylum seekers are 
far more likely to be the victims than the perpetrators of crime. This is gravely illustrated by the murder of an 
asylum seeker in Glasgow in 2001 and numerous other reported attacks. It also showed that there is 
absolutely no evidence that asylum seekers have a higher rate of criminality than any other segment of 
society.  
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Myth 11:  “The 1951 Refugee Convention is out of date” 
 
Facts:  
 The 1951 United Nations Refugee Convention is the cornerstone of international refugee protection – to date 

a total of 143 states have acceded to it. Although it is more than 50 years old, its key principles remain as 
urgent as ever – it defines who is refugee and ensures that asylum seekers fleeing persecution can have 
their cases heard, without being sent back to a place where they might be in danger. Overall, the 1951 
Convention has probably saved more lives than any other single human rights convention.  

 Threats from the UK to withdraw from the Convention clearly go against recent Ministerial declarations 
affirming commitment to the Convention. At the EU summit in Tampere in 1999, EU ministers declared their 
continued commitment to its principles, and in December 2001 Governments from 156 states signed a 50th 
anniversary declaration which recognized its "enduring importance" and the "continuing relevance and 
resilience" of the rights and principles it embodies. The participating governments, which included the UK, 
pledged to uphold these rights and to carry out their obligations under the Convention – yet in practice states 
have tended towards increasingly restrictive interpretation of its provisions.  

 

 
 

REFUGEES’ STORIES 
 

Tseluma is from Zaire. He has been in England for four months and has already 
been refused asylum and is in the process of appeal. He was tortured for ten 
days and suffered leg, arm and head injuries. He does not know where his wife 
and three children are despite efforts by the Red Cross to trace them. He 
cannot sleep at night. 
 
Joyce is a potter from Zimbabwe. Her brother was very active politically and 
was killed, Joyce was then raped. She fled to England and was housed in 
emergency accommodation in a large tower block in London for nine months 
where she gave birth to her baby. She felt very isolated. When a friend arrived 
in Plymouth she came to DCRSC pleading to be moved here. Although she had 
notes from her doctor about post traumatic stress disorder and post natal 
depression DCRSC were unable to persuade ASA (Asylum Support Agency) that 
she should stay here. 
 
Osman is from Afghanistan. He came to England with his wife and three 
children two years ago and has been granted full refugee status. He was a 
Maths teacher but has been unable to get back into teaching here. He works in 
a crisp factory and studies in the evenings. His wife is unwell and unhappy and 
seems unable to make friends here. Her sister had been killed by the Taliban 
and her sister’s daughter taken away. She does not like the children playing 
outside. 
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LET’S FIGHT PREJUDICE! 
 

A Quotation from October 2007: 

“I learned that courage was not the absence of fear, but the triumph over it. 
The brave man is not he who does not feel afraid, but he who conquers that 
fear. “ 
Nelson Mandela, 11th President of South Africa, in office 27/04/1994—14/06/1999 
On 29th August 2007, a statue of Nelson Mandela was unveiled at Parliament Square in London by Richard 
Attenborough, Ken Livingstone and Gordon Brown. Mandela stated that it represented not just him, but all 
African people and all campaigners, leaders and followers against apartheid. 

 
A Quotation from November 2007:  

I believe in human beings, and that all human beings should be respected as 
such, regardless of their colour.  
Malcolm X born Malcolm Little 19 May 1925 – 21 February 1965, also known as El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz 

  
A Quotation from December 2007:  

We may have different religions, different languages, different coloured skin, 
but we all belong to one human race.  
Kofi Annan born April 8, 1938 
Ghanaian diplomat who served as the seventh Secretary-General of the United Nations from 1 January 1997 to 
1 January 2007, serving two five-year terms. Annan was the co-recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2001.  
 
A Quotation from January 2008:  

Prejudice is a burden that confuses the past, threatens the future and 
renders the present inaccessible.  
Maya Angelou born Marguerite Ann Johnson, 4 April 1928 in St. Louis, Missouri, an American poet, memoirist, 
actress and an important figure in the American Civil Rights Movement. In 2001 she was named one of the 30 
most powerful women in America by Ladies Home Journal.  Maya Angelou is known for her series of six 
autobiographies, starting with I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969), which was nominated for a National 
Book Award and called her magnum opus. Her volume of poetry, Just Give Me a Cool Drink of Water 'Fore I Die 
(1971) was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. 
 
A Quotation from February 2008  

You don't fight racism with racism, the best way to fight racism is with 
solidarity.  
Bobby Seale born 22 October 1936 in Dallas, Texas, is an American civil rights activist, who along with Dr. Huey 
P. Newton co-founded the Black Panther Party For Self Defense in 1966.  

 
A Quotation from March 2008  

I have faced prejudice and discrimination because of racism and sexism. I 
know that other women face prejudice because of other factors such as their 
sexuality, their age or their disabilities. Such ignorance and ill informed 
judgements attempt to stereotype us and limit us, and lead to inequalities 
and injustice. 
Ann Wilkinson, Co-Director of the PDREC, speaking at the International Women's Day in Plymouth.  
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